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Stochastic Symmetric Nets (SSN) are a High-Level Stochastic Petri Net formalism which provides

a parametric system description and an efficient analysis technique that exploit system symmetries

to automatically aggregate its states. Even if significant reductions can be achieved in highly

symmetric models, the reduced state space can still be too large to derive and/or solve the underlying

stochastic process, so that Monte Carlo simulation and fluid approximation remain the only viable

ways that need to be explored. In this paper, we contribute to this line of research by proposing

a new approach based on fluid approximation to automatically derive from an SSN model a set of

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) which mimic the system behavior, and by showing how

the SSN formalism allows to define an efficient translation method which reduces the size of the

corresponding ODE system with an automatic exploitation of system symmetries. Additionally,

some case studies are presented to show the effectiveness of the method and the relevance of its

application in practical cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION

. Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) are widely used for the

performance analysis of complex Discrete Event Dynamic

Systems [1, 2]. The stochastic process which underlies the

behavior of an SPN is a Continuous Time Markov Chain

(CTMC) whose state space is isomorphic to the reachability

set of the SPN [3]. The evaluation of real systems often

requires the construction of SPN models with large state

spaces (state space explosion) that may hamper the practical

relevance of these representations and which have motivated

an impressive research effort to devise techniques capable

of reducing the impact of this problem as highlighted by the

following partial list of approaches.

• aggregation based methods, where states are grouped

into classes, according to lumpability criteria (e.g. [4,

5, 6, 7]);

• composition/decomposition based methods (also de-

fined modular or hierarchical), where an efficient rep-

resentation of the whole state space is given in terms of

system component’s state spaces (e.g. [8]);

• partial order methods which decrease the state space

by exploiting reductions of the possible interleavings

of execution traces of concurrent processes(e.g. [9]);

• probabilistic methods where only a faction of the

reachable states is really analyzed using the idea of

storing only a partial description of visited states so

that different states may be mapped onto the same

representation (e.g. [10, 11] ).

• methods based on the structured representations of the

state space which allow to store and manipulate huge

state spaces (e.g. [12, 13, 14]);

• out of core methods, which store the state space directly

on the computer disk and propose efficiently algorithms

to mitigate the disk access latency(e.g. [15, 16, 17]);

• parallel methods, where the state space is gener-

ated and encoded exploiting parallel algorithms and

shared/distributed memory (e.g.[18, 19]);

• product-form methods which exploit the properties

of certain classes of SPNs to compute their solution

with algorithms that extend the well known Queuing

Network Product Form Solution (PFS) to the PN

(e.g. [20, 21, 22]).

When the model includes the representations of large

groups of elements with similar behavior (e.g., Internet

users, or human populations, or reagent molecules) the
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exploitation of lumpability properties may turn out to

be insufficient and performance indices are estimated

with Discrete Event Simulation [23, 24] instead of being

evaluated with numerical methods. An alternative to the use

of simulation is the approximation of the stochastic model

with a deterministic one in which the time evolution of

interesting quantities is represented with a set of Ordinary

Differential Equations (ODEs) whose solution provides the

expected values of the performance indices as functions

of time (e.g. [25, 26, 27]). The convergence of the

solution of the system of ODEs with respect to the

expected values of the desired performance indices when

the sizes of the involved populations grow very large has

been studied by many researches which, starting from

the work of Kurtz [28], have shown that the accuracy of

the approximation is acceptable when the model can be

considered as the representation of a system of interacting

population quantities [29, 30]. The approach is based on

the idea of replacing the integer vector representation of the

markings of the SPN model with a vector of real values, thus

implying a “fluidification” of the tokens of the model.

Cases in which this deterministic approximation repre-

sents a reasonable analysis approach often refer to real sys-

tems characterized by internal symmetries which can be

conveniently exploited to devise compact representations.

For this purpose, a particular type of Colored Stochastic

Petri Nets, called Stochastic Symmetric Nets (SSN)1 has

been proposed which yield a representation of the system

in a manner that is naturally suited to the construction of a

lumped model [31]. Usually, this compact representation is

used only at the level of the construction of the model [32]

and is not exploited when the deterministic representation is

desired. Indeed, in these cases the unfolding of the model

is performed first, translating the compact colored net in a

much larger (un-colored) SPN, and subsequently one ODE

is written for each place of the resulting (detailed) model.

In this paper we describe how it is possible to automati-

cally derive a reduced set of ODEs, which completely cap-

tures the behavior of the original model, exploiting the sym-

metrical properties of SSN representations not only at the

construction level, but also at that of the solution. The

idea is that of partitioning the set of ODEs, which can be

derived from the original (and detailed) description of the

model, into equivalent classes of ODEs which have indis-

tinguishable solutions so that a representative equation is

identified for each equivalent class. A reduced model may

thus be defined collecting together only these representative

equations so that a smaller computational effort is needed

for the solution of the model. A similar result has already

been discussed by Tschaikowsky and Tribastone in [33, 34]

within the context of a fluid framework for PEPA [35],

called GPEPA [36] where replicas of identical processes are

grouped together and subsequently fluidified to define Fluid

Process Algebra models which are exactly lumpable under

1SSN were previously known as Stochastic Well-formed Nets [31];

recently the untimed version of such formalism has been included in the

High Level Petri Nets ISO standard ISO/IEC 15909, under the new name

of Symmetric Nets (part 1, annex B.2).

certain conditions. Here we obtain the reduced set of ODEs

following a completely different approach which has how-

ever many points in common with that of [33].

The rest of the paper is structured in the following manner.

In Section 2, we provide an informal introduction to the SSN

formalism with the description of a (relatively) simple model

that will be used to help the reader to understand the details

of the formalism and to play the role of a “running example”

that will be used also to support the validity of our proposal.

In Section 3 we recall the results characterizing the cases in

which the fluidification of the model is possible and we show

how this can be done on the unfolded version of an SSN

model; in this same Section the construction of the reduced

set of ODEs is also proposed, yielding the derivation of

what we call “Symbolic” ODEs which are the representative

elements of equivalent classes of basic ODEs. In Section 4

we show the use of our approach in the evaluation of several

variants of the Running Example showing the effectiveness

of the method both from the point of view of the sizes

of the models that can be handled and of the consequent

(much) smaller sizes of the systems of ODEs that need to

be solved. Finally, in Section 5, we draw some conclusions

on the relevance of the attained results and we highlight the

research directions that we intend to pursue further to make

the method applicable in a wider context.

2. STOCHASTIC SYMMETRIC NETS, SYMBOLIC

MARKING AND FIRING

Before describing how to efficiently derive the ODE system

from a Stochastic Symmetric Net (SSN) model, the SSN

formalism is briefly introduced using the net in Fig. 1 and

assuming that the reader has some basic knowledge of

Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) [1] and of Colored Petri Nets

(CPN) [37]. Then, the symbolic marking and firing notions

for SSNs are recalled. A formal definition of both the

formalism and the algorithms exploiting the symmetries can

be found in [31].

2.1. SSN running example and informal definition

The SSN depicted in Fig. 1 is inspired by the epidemio-

logical Susceptible-Infectious-Removed (SIR) model orig-

inally introduced in [38] and corresponds to the study of the

progress of an epidemic in a large population as discussed

in [39] using the SSN formalism. The model, which reflects

this interpretation of the diffusion of an epidemic, assumes

that there is an infected area where members of a large pop-

ulation are divided in three classes:

1. Class Susceptible groups all the population members

that are not ill, but that are susceptible to the disease;

2. Class Infectious groups all the infected population

members;

3. Class Recovered groups all the members of the

population that were ill and that, recovering from the

disease, are now immune.

Each member of the population typically progresses from

susceptible to infectious and from infectious to recovered.
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Ca
color class for the population members

Cl
color class for the locations

m0
initial marking, i.e. <S Ca> Outside
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<x><x>
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FIGURE 1. SSN net inspired to SIR model.

At any point in time, members of the population can leave

the infected area (independently of their individual state) to

reach the “outside world”; moreover, members of the outside

world can enter the infected area joining the groups of the

susceptible or infected population members.

The dynamics of the epidemic in a large population is

represented in our model observing that the population

members may be in one of four states represented by the

following four places:

• Place Outside containing the population in the

environment outside the system under observation that

could enter the system at some point and leave it later

on;

• Place S containing all the members susceptible to the

disease;

• Place I containing all the infected members;

• Place R containing all the recovered members that are

immune to the disease.

Each member of the population typically progresses from

susceptible to infectious (transition BecomeI) depending

on the number of (already) infected members, and from

infectious to recovered (transition BecomeR). The sojourn

times of each single member in any one of such states are

random variables with negative exponential distributions

The population in the infected area may grow and

decrease due to transitions ArriveI and LeaveS, LeaveI,

LeaveR.

To make the model more interesting, the infected area is

assumed to be divided into several zones characterized by

different infection and recovering rates, and the population

to be made of members of different age levels that may

present different immune responses. Hence the members

of the population and the zones are identified by specific

sets of colors. Each member of the population randomly

chooses to enter one of the zones of the infected area at the

moment of his arrival, and can randomly move among the

zones (transitions MoveS, MoveI and MoveR).

In an SSN, as in any colored net formalism, color domains

cd() are associated with places and transitions. The color

domain of a place defines the possible colors of the tokens

that it contains, while the color domain of a transition defines

its possible instances2. The enabling condition and the state

change associated with each transition instance are specified

by means of functions associated with arcs: given the color

identifying an instance of the transition connected to the arc,

the function provides the (multi)set of colored tokens that

will be added-to or removed-from the place connected to

the arc. Color domains in SSNs are expressed by Cartesian

products of color classes (C = {C1, . . . ,Cn} is the set of all

the classes) or by the neutral element (ε) consisting of a

neutral color as in ordinary SPNs. Color classes may be

seen as primitive domains and may be partitioned into static

subclasses. The colors of a class represent entities of the

same nature (e.g. population members), but only the colors

within a static subclass are guaranteed to behave similarly

(e.g. population members with the same immune response

or age). Color classes may be ordered; a color class is

ordered iff it is equipped with a successor function denoted

by “!” defining a circular order on its elements.

In the net of Fig. 1 there are two color classes Ca and Cl

modeling the age of the members of the population and the

locations (zones) where they can be. The following static

subclass partition could be defined, Ca =C
young
a ∪ . . .∪Cold

a ,

identifying people of the same age possibly characterized

by different recovery capabilities, and Cl = C
MZ1
l ∪C

MZn

l

defining macro-zones with different contamination levels.

The color domain of places Outside is Ca, while places S,

I, R have color domain Ca ×Cl .

The color domains of a transition, are defined through a

list of typed variables (var(t)), whose types (type(var(t)))
are selected among the color classes. The variables

associated with a transition appear in the functions

annotating its arcs and can be interpreted as function

parameters; a transition instance binds each variable to a

specific color of proper type. A guard can be used to define

restrictions on the allowed instances of a transition: it is

2All the instances of a transition enabled in a given state are allowed to

work in parallel.
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a Boolean expression defined on the color domain of the

transition and taking the form of a standard predicate. The

terms of a standard predicate are basic predicates, which

allow one to compare colors assigned to variables of the

same type (x = y), or to test whether a color element belongs

to a given static subclass (d(x) = Ci, j), or to compare the

static subclasses of the colors assigned to two variables

(d(x) = d(y)).
For instance, the color domain of transitions MoveS is

defined as x : Ca; y,z : Cl meaning that the transition involves

a population member (from color class Ca) and two locations

(belonging to color class Cl); its guard y ! = z means that

only the instances which move a member from a zone (y) to

a different zone (z) are allowed.

Arc functions are expressed as sums of tuples (the

tuple syntax simply represents the Cartesian product of its

elements), where each element in a tuple is chosen from a set

of predefined basic functions whose domains and codomains

are respectively color classes and multisets (also called bags)

on color classes. The basic functions that are allowed in the

formalism are:

• the projection function denoted by Xi and defined as:

Xi(c1,c2, . . . ,cn,) 7→ ci

• the successor function denoted by !Xi and defined as:

!Xi(c1,c2, . . . ,cn) 7→!ci

where the color operator “!” (already introduced) is

defined only for ordered color classes and implies a

circular ordering on its elements.

• the diffusion function (also called synchronization

function, depending on whether it annotates an output

or an input arc), which is constant, is denoted by Si and

is defined as follows:

Si(c1,c2, . . . ,cn) 7→Ci

The diffusion function can be restricted to a static

subclass, denoted by Si, j and defined as follows:

Si, j(c1,c2, . . . ,cn) 7→Ci, j

Notice that in practice the symbols Xi used above to

denote the projection function are substituted by names of

transition variables (representing the transition parameters)

in the models. The variable-based notation usually makes

the model more readable.

Moreover, a linear combination of basic functions is also a

basic function. Input, output and inhibitor arcs are denoted

I,O,H[p, t] : cd(t)→ Bag(cd(p)).
The specification of the stochastic behavior is given by

associating with any transition3 a set of functions ωt :

cd(t)→R expressed in the following form:

ω(t) =





r1 cond1

r2 cond2

. . .
rn condn

rn +1 otherwise

3In this paper we do not consider immediate transitions [1].

where condi is a boolean expression comprising standard

predicates on the transition color instance and predicates on

the marking (defined in terms of static subclasses) so that

the firing rate ri of a transition instance can depend only on

the static subclasses of the objects assigned to the transition

parameters, and not on the assigned objects themselves.

For instance, if we want to model a faster movement of the

infected members among the zones in the same macro-zone,

then we have to define ω(MoveI) as follows:

ω(MoveI) =

{
r1 d(x) = d(y)
r2 d(x)! = d(y)

with r1 > r2 and x,y∈ var(MoveI) . This specification of the

stochastic component of the model implicitly assumes that

transition firing times are instances of negative exponential

distributions and that the stochastic process driving the

dynamic of model is a CTMC.

Having provided these basic definitions, let us introduce

the concepts of ordinary marking and transition instance

enabling and firing.

DEFINITION 2.1 (Ordinary Marking). An ordinary mark-

ing m is a function mapping each place p into a multiset on

cd(p), denoted as a weighted sum of color elements (indeed,

a place can contain more than one token of a given color).

For instance, an ordinary marking for the model in

Fig.1 assuming the basic color classes Ca = {a1,a2,a3}
and Cl = {l1, l2, l3} is m = I(〈a1, l2〉+ 〈a2, l2〉+ 〈a3, l3〉)
representing the state where a1,a2 are infected in zone l2

and a3 is infected in zone l3.

Moreover, we define as a symmetric marking an ordinary

marking where the marking in each place can be expressed

as a sum of tuples of static subclasses (consistent with

the color domain of such a place) multiplied by a integer

coefficient.

DEFINITION 2.2 (Transition Instance enabling and firing).

An instance of a given transition t is an assignment of actual

values to the transition variables var(t). We use the notation

〈t,c〉 to denote an instance, where c is the assignment, also

called binding.

A transition instance 〈t,c〉 is enabled and can fire in an

ordinary marking m iff: 1) its guard evaluated on c is true;

2) ∀p∈P, I[p, t](c)≤m(p)∩H[p, t](c)>m(p), where ≤ and

> are comparison operators among multisets.

The firing of the enabled transition instance

〈t,c〉 in m produces a new marking m’ such that

∀p ∈ P,m′(p) = m(p)− I[p, t](c)+O[p, t](c)

For example, consider the marking m =
Outside(〈a1〉,〈a2〉,〈a3〉): it enables nine instances of

both, transitions ArriveS and ArriveI with x = a1 or x = a2

or x = a3, and y = l1 or y = l2 or y = l3.

The constraints on the syntax of SSNs allow the auto-

matic exploitation of the symmetries of the model through a

symbolic representation of markings.
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This idea is based on the existence of Symbolic Markings

(SMs) which are compact representations for sets of

equivalent ordinary markings, where the actual color of

tokens is abstracted away, but the ability to distinguish

tokens with different colors and to establish their static

subclass is retained.

DEFINITION 2.3 (Symbolic marking). An SM m̂ is an

equivalence class of ordinary markings; two markings are

equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by applying

a color permutation preserving static subclasses.

For instance considering Cl partitioned in C1
l = {l1, l2}

and C2
l = {l3}, the two markings m = I(〈a1, l2〉+ 〈a2, l2〉+

〈a3, l3〉) and m′ = I(〈a1, l1〉+ 〈a2, l1〉+ 〈a3, l3〉) belong to

the same SM -where there are two infected members (a1,a2)

in the same zone of the first macro-zone (C1
l ) and one (m3) in

the second macro-zone (C2
l )- since we may obtain m′ from

m by applying the permutation that exchanges the colors

l1 and l2, and vice versa. Observe that instead, marking

m′′ = I(〈a1, l3〉+ 〈a2, l3〉+ 〈a3, l1〉) does not belong to the

same SM of m and m′ since it is not possible to permute l1

and l3 because they belong to different static subclasses.

Given two equivalent markings m1 and m2 (belonging to

the same SM m̂) it is possible to show that there is a 1:1

correspondence between the transition instances enabled in

m1 and those enabled in m2. Indeed, if s is the permutation

that allows one to obtain marking m2 from m1, i.e. m2 =
s.m1, for each transition instance 〈t,c〉 enabled in m1 there

exists a transition instance 〈t,s.c〉 enabled in m2 with the

same rate. Moreover markings m′
1 reached by firing 〈t,c〉

in m1, and m′
2 reached by firing 〈t,s.c〉 in m2 are equivalent

(i.e. they belong to the same SM m̂
′
: indeed m′

2 = s.m′
1).

A consequence of this property is that the CTMC derived

from the SSN model satisfies both the strong and exact

lumpability conditions [31] with respect to the aggregation

of equivalent states. If the equivalent states in the initial

SM are equiprobable at time 0, then it is always true

that the markings belonging to the same equivalence class

remain equiprobable at any time: since in this paper we are

considering only symmetric markings, then the precondition

for equiprobability is always satisfied.

Let us now define the static partition of a place color

domain: if C̃i is the set of static subclasses of class Ci, the

static partition of color domain C1×C2×C3 is C̃1×C̃2×C̃3;

moreover, abusing notation, if c = 〈c1,c2,c3〉 is a color in

C1 ×C2 ×C3, let us denote d(c) = 〈d(c1),d(c2),d(c3)〉 the

static partition it belongs to.

Given a place p with color domain cd(p), the average

number of tokens of color c ∈ cd(p) has the following

property: ∀c,c′ : d(c) = d(c′), m̄(p)(c) = m̄(p)(c′), i.e. the

average number of colored tokens in p is the same for all

colors in the same static partition element. This can be

proved as follows:

m̄(p)(c) = ∑
m∈RS

π(m) m(p)(c) (1)

(where π(m) is the probability of marking m, either at a

given time t or in steady state). Let c′ : d(c) = d(c′) be

a color in the same static partition element: i.e. c′ = s.c
for some permutation s preserving static partitions; now

applying permutation s to equation (1) we obtain

m̄(p)(s.c) = ∑
s.m:m∈RS

π(s.m) s.m(p)(s.c) (2)

Due to the hypothesis of initial symmetric marking,

{s.m|m ∈ RS} = RS, moreover s.m is in the same SM as m

and hence have the same probability, i.e. π(m) = π(s.m),
finally s.m(p)(s.c) = m(p)(c) by definition of s.m.

An interesting feature of the SSN formalism is that it is

possible to define a canonical symbolic representation for

SMs, and to derive the set of reachable SMs by applying a

symbolic firing rule. From the symbolic reachability graph

it is possible to automatically derive the lumped Markov

chain that could be constructed by exploiting the strong

lumpability property of the ordinary Markov chain with

respect to the state space partition into equivalence classes

induced by the marking equivalence relation.

Unfolding procedure.

As we will see, the proof of correctness of our fluid

approximation requires to translate an SSN model into its

equivalent SPN. To explain how this is accomplished, we

now briefly recall this procedure (more details can be found

in [32, 40]).

The translation of an SSN model into an equivalent SPN

is always possible by means of an unfolding procedure,

which consists of replicating places and transitions as

many times as the cardinalities of the corresponding color

domains. Colors disappear in the unfolded model and

the complex behavior due to color combinations, color arc

functions, and color transition guards, is encoded with a net

structure in which tokens are indistiguishable entities and

new transitions, places, and arcs are introduced to account

for the different actions performed by instances of the same

transition on colored tokens. For what concerns places that

contain tokens of different classes, the cross-product of the

color domains are computed and each resulting element

associated with the original name of the place becomes the

name of a corresponding new place in the unfolded net.

These place replicas are thus named pc1,...,cn . Similarly,

for what concerns the transitions, the new names in the

unfolded net start with the name of the transition in the

SSN model, followed by a list expressing the binding. The

possible bindings are derived accounting for the restrictions

possibly imposed by the associated transition guards (when

present). These transition replicas are thus named tc1,...,cn

where ∀xi ∈ var(t)xi = ci; moreover, if an arc connecting t

and p exists in the SSN model and is annotated with function

f (.), then ∀c′ ∈ f (c) an arc connecting pc1,...,cn and tc1,...,cn

appears in the unfolding with weight f (c)(c′) (multiplicity

of c′ in multiset f (c)).
An example of unfolding is shown in Fig. 2, where we

assume the color class C1 defined as follows: C = {α,β ,δ}.

The unfolding of the SSN model in Fig. 2(left) is depicted in

Fig. 2(right).
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FIGURE 2. An example of unfolding.

3. FROM AN SSN MODEL TO THE CORRESPOND-

ING ODE SYSTEM

One of the most standard approaches to analyze an SNN

model consists in automatically deriving the (lumped)

CTMC (which represents its underlying stochastic behavior

[31]) and then performing its transient and/or steady-state

analysis by analytic or numerical approaches [41]. However,

there are cases in which this type of analysis is unfeasible,

due to the size of the state space (i.e. state space explosion),

which can be too large even when the model can be lumped

(aggregated) on the basis of its symmetry properties. To

cope with this problem, discrete event simulation [39, 24] or

fluid approximation [42, 43, 27, 44] remain the only viable

ways for studying the behavior of these type of systems.

In this paper we focus on the fluid approximation

approach and we propose a fluidification method which

exploits the symmetries of the models expressed with the

SSN formalism to reduce the size of the system of Ordinary

Differential Equations (ODE system) that can be used to

obtain an approximate representation of the behavior of the

model.

Before discussing such an approach, we recall how an

SPN model can be evaluated by fluid approximation. Using

the notation introduced in the previous Section, we can

recall that an SPN is characterized by a set of functions

I,O,H[p, t] : t → p that drive the evolution of the net from

its initial marking m0. Given a marking m, a transition t is

enabled in m if ∀p ∈ P, I[p, t] ≤ m(p)∩H[p, t] > m(p). Let

E(m) be the set of transitions enabled in marking m, the

enabling degree of transition t is defined as

∀t ∈ E(m) : e(t,m) = min
j:I(t,p j) 6=0

⌊
m(p j)

I[t, p j]

⌋
(3)

The firing of transition t in marking m produces a new

marking m′ = m+L[t], where L[t] = O[t]− I[t]. We can thus

say that marking m′ is directly reachable from m during the

evolution of the net if (m′−m)∈ ∆(m) where ∆(m) = {L[t] :

t ∈ E(m)}. In the CTMC that underlies the behavior of an

SPN, the change of marking of the SPN corresponds to the

change of state which takes place with a rate that depends on

the time parameter of the transition that fires. If we assume

that all the transitions of the SPN use an infinite server firing

policy [1] the rate of the CTMC corresponding to the firing

of transition t is

qm,m′ = ∑
t:L[t]=(m′−m)

ω(t)e(t,m) (4)

Having recalled the relationship existing between the

definition of an SPN and the corresponding CTMC, we can

now proceed with the presentation of the definition and of

the theorem originally derived by Kurtz [28], which we

express in a form that is directly related to the definition of

SPNs, providing a formal relation between the CTMC and

its fluid approximation.

DEFINITION 3.1. Let Xη(v) be a parametric family of

Markov chains with η ∈ N, and state spaces Sη ⊂ Zk,

such a family is called density dependent iff there exists

a continuous function f (y, l), y ∈ Rk, l ∈ ∆(y) such that

the non-diagonal entries of the infinitesimal generator

corresponding to Xη(v) can be written in the form:

qk,k+l = η f

(
k

η
, l

)
(5)

and the initial state of the chain is ηx0, x0 ∈ Zk, with

probability one.

Let X(v) be a deterministic process denoting the solution

of the ODE system

dX(v)

dv
= ∑

l∈∆(X(v))

f (X(v), l) (6)

with initial condition X(0) = x0, meaning that the initial

value of the deterministic process X(v) is equal to the initial

state of the parametric family of density dependent Markov

chains Xη(v) divided by η .

In [28] Kurtz has showed that under relatively mild

conditions on function f the following relation holds

between the function X(v) and a trajectory of the CTMC

Xη(v):

∀δ > 0 : lim
η→∞

P

{
sup
u≤v

∣∣∣∣
1

η
Xη(u)−X(u)

∣∣∣∣> δ

}
= 0. (7)

Informally this means that if we consider a sequence of

CTMCs with increasing initial state (i.e., the sequence of

initial states is x0,2x0,3x0, ...,ηx0) and if we assume that

the infinitesimal generators corresponding to this sequence

satisfy the conditions expressed by Eq. 5, then, as η becomes

large, the behavior of the CTMC converges to the solution of

the ODEs given in Eq. 6. In this situation, the probability of

finding differences between a trajectory of the CTMC and

the solution of the ODEs in a finite time horizon (0,v) that

are larger than a predefined arbitrarily small threshold, is

zero.

Using the same reasoning presented in [29, 30] to

prove that modeling interacting “populations/quantities” in

process algebra leads to a family of density dependent
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P1
P2

T1

T2

η

FIGURE 3. A simple SPN model used to explain fluidification.

CTMCs, then it is straightforward to show that the CTMCs

constructed from the Petri nets modeling the same type of

systems are density dependent too. Hence any SPN model,

representing the interaction among “populations/quantities”

growing to infinity in the same manner, can be approximated

by ODE systems. Observe that in [42] the authors show how

this class of models can be enlarged considering only some

constraints on the net structural level. (i.e. deadlock trap

properties ).

Now we describe the ODEs which provide the fluid

approximation of an SPN. Denote with x the state of the

system as a vector of real numbers and with ti an infinite

server transition, which moves “fluid” tokens from a state x

to a state x′ with speed:

s(ti,x) = ω(ti) min
j:I(p j ,ti) 6=0

x j(v)

I[p j, ti]
, (8)

Such speed depends on the rate of the transition, ω(ti), and

on its enabling degree which is a function of the quantities

of tokens present in its input places.

The number of tokens xi in the i-th place evolves

according to the following ODE:

dxi(v)

dv
=

m

∑
j=1

s(t j,x(v))(O[pi, t j]− I[pi, t j]) (9)

so that if place pi is an input (output) place of transition t j

then transition t j is removing (adding) tokens from (to) place

pi according to the multiplicity given by function I (O).

The model behavior is then represented by one equation

for each individual place, so that the computational

complexity grows linearly with the number of places, while

the size of the underlying CTMC grows exponentially.

Now, we provide an example of fluid approximation for

the simple SPN model in Fig. 3 where its I and O matrices

are:

I =

(
1 0

0 1

)

O =

(
0 1

1 0

)

and the initial marking m0(P1) = η (η = 100).
Then, from equation 9 the following ODE system can be

written:

Time CTMC ODE Error%

0.0001 99.9919 99.990001 0.0018991

0.0002 99.9838 99.980004 0.0037966

0.0011 99.8949 99.890121 0.0047840

0.0019 99.8142 99.810361 0.0038461

0.0027 99.7336 99.730728 0.0028796

0.0035 99.6532 99.651222 0.0019848

0.0116 98.8558 98.853353 0.0024753

0.0197 98.0712 98.068304 0.0029529

0.0278 97.2992 97.295871 0.0034214

0.0359 96.5397 96.535851 0.0039869

0.0849 92.1901 92.191678 0.0017116

0.134 88.2473 88.245389 0.0021655

0.183 84.6731 84.67514 0.0024092

0.2321 81.4327 81.431891 0.0009934

0.4008 72.4317 72.430531 0.0016139

0.5204 67.6567 67.658602 0.0028112

TABLE 1. Average number of tokens in the place P1 at time t with

η = 100.

dxP1

dv
= −ω(T1)(min[xP1

])+ω(T2)(min[xP2
])

dxP2

dv
= +ω(T1)(min[xP1

])−ω(T2)(min[xP2
])

where xP1
(0) = 1 and xP2

(0) = 0

In Table 1 the average number of tokens in the place P1

at time t, computed by solving the underlying CTMC with

standard methods and with the ODE system, are reported

(i.e. second and third column respectively). Observe that the

results computed by the ODE system reported in the third

column are multiplied by η . Finally, the last column reports

the percentage errors (i.e.
|vCTCM−vODE|

vCTCM
∗100) which are very

small.

3.1. Fluidification of the unfolded model

The conceptually simpler way of representing the limit

behavior of a SSN model with an ODE system consists

of translating the SSN model into a standard SPN via

an unfolding procedure, and then of applying the method

discussed above when writing one Ordinary Differential

Equation for each place of the resulting model [32]. As we

will see shortly with an extensive discussion of the method

applied in the case of an extremely small example, this

approach yields a redundant set of ODEs which could be

reduced suggesting the possibility of devising a method that

may automatically produce such smaller set of ODEs.

Having described at the end of the previous sub-section

how it is possible to provide a fluid approximation of an

SPN, we can easily define a fluid approximation of an SSN

model as follows: first the SSN model is translated into

an equivalent SPN using the unfolding operator (defined in

Sec. 2), then the fluid approximation discussed before is

applied on the derived SPN model.

To show how this approach can be followed and to get

suggestions on ways to optimize this process, let us study
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dxP1,α

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,β

])−λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,δ
])

dxP1,β

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,β

,xP2,α ])−λ (min[xP1,β
,xP2,δ

])

dxP1,δ

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,δ

,xP2,α ])−λ (min[xP1,δ
,xP2,β

])

dxP2,α

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,β

,xP2,α ])−λ (min[xP1,δ
,xP2,α ])

dxP2,β

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,β

])−λ (min[xP1,δ
,xP2,β

])

dxP2,δ

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,δ

])−λ (min[xP1,β
,xP2,δ

])

dxP3,α,β

dv
= +λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,β

])

dxP3,α,δ

dv
= +λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,δ

])

dxP3,β ,α

dv
= +λ (min[xP1,β

,xP2,α ])

dxP3,β ,δ

dv
= +λ (min[xP1,β

,xP2,δ
])

dxP3,δ ,α

dv
= +λ (min[xP1,δ

,xP2,α ])

dxP3,δ ,β

dv
= +λ (min[xP1,δ

,xP2,β
])

TABLE 2. Full set of ODEs for the model of Fig. 2.

the behavior of the simple example of Fig. 2(a), where C

contains the color class C1 = {α,β ,δ} with only one static

subclass C1,1.

Applying the unfolding operator on this SSN, we derive

the SPN model of Fig. 2(b), where the two input places of

the colored model are replaced by the six input places that

account for the cardinality of color class C1 and where the

only transition of the colored model is replaced with six

transitions identified by the combinations of colored tokens

that the transition in the colored model may withdraw from

the input places upon its firing. Transitions Tα ,α ,Tβ ,β , and

Tδ ,δ connected to places P3,α ,α ,P3,β ,β and P3,δ ,δ are not

explicitly represented in the unfolded net (Fig. 2(b)), since

they cannot fire due to the guard [x! = y], thus implying that

their output places would be constantly empty.

From the unfolded model in Fig. 2(b), and observing that

ω(T1) = λ and ∀p ∈ P, I(p,T1,∗,∗) ≤ 1 we can derive the

system of 12 ODEs shown in Table 2 where, to avoid

unneeded complexity, we use variables of the type xP1,α

where we should write xP1,α (v) to explicitly express their

dependence on v.

These 12 ODEs (which are organized to highlight their

correspondence with the different places of the original SSN

model) contain quite a lot of redundancy. Indeed, referring

for a moment to the three equations that describe the

dynamics of place P1, we can observe that any permutation

of the members of the static color sub-class C1,1 applied to

the elements of the first equation maps it into the other two

(for instance, if we replace {α,β ,δ} in the first equation

with {β ,α,δ} we obtain the second one)4. Moreover, if we

assume that the initial marking X(0) is symmetric, meaning

that colors of a static subclass are equally numerous in all

the net places5, it is possible to see that the evolution in

time of the three quantities described by the three differential

equations are identical. Referring again to the first of the

three equations we are considering in this moment, this

has an important effect on the evaluation of the right-hand-

side of this equation since it allows us to (freely) substitute

min[xP1,α (v),xP2,β
(v)] with min[xP1,α (v),xP2,δ

(v)], or even

with min[xP1,α (v),xP2,α (v)]. Based on this observation, we

can rewrite this same equation in the following manner

dxP1,α

dv
= −λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,β

])−λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,β
])

which means

dxP1,α

dv
= −2λ (min[xP1,α ,xP2,β

])

This last result says that, as long as the permutation

remains within the static subclass constraints mentioned

before, the identity of the tokens belonging to a static

sub-class becomes inessential. This is consistent with the

symbolic marking concept discussed in the previous section,

thus suggesting that a single symbolic differential equation

can be written for each component of the symbolic marking

to describe the temporal evolution of this representative

quantity.

Recalling the same idea behind the definition of symbolic

marking, we can define the notion of “symbolic” ODE: a

compact representation for a set of equivalent ODE, where

the actual color identity is abstracted away, but the ability

to distinguish different colors and to establish their static

subclass is retained.

DEFINITION 3.2 (Symbolic ODE). A symbolic ODE

(denoted ÔDE) is an equivalence class of ODEs, such that

two ODEs are equivalent if one can be obtained from the

other by applying a color permutation preserving static

subclasses.

A symbolic ODE representation can be formalized as

follows:

DEFINITION 3.3 (Symbolic ODE representation). A

representation R of a symbolic ODE is a tuple:

R = 〈c̃, s̃,M 〉

where

• c̃ : C →N is a mapping from a color to the index of its

corresponding color class.

4A similar reasoning applies also to the equations of the other groups.
5If ni

α (0) is the number of instances of tokens of color α in place i in

the initial marking, then also the number of instances of tokens of the other

colors in the same place must be the same, i.e., ni
β (0) = ni

δ (0) = ni
α (0).
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• s̃ : C →N is a mapping from a color to the index of its

corresponding static subclass.

• M : {x} → {x̂} is mapping from an ODE variable to

the corresponding symbolic variable in ÔDE such that:

M (xpi,c1,...,cn
) = x̂p

i,Z1
c̃(c1),s̃(c1)

,...,Zk
c̃(cn),s̃(cn)

where ∀Z
j

c̃(c),s̃(c)
,Zk

c̃(c′),s̃(c′) k = j ⇔ c = c′

For instance, the ÔDE corresponding to the first ODE in

Table 2 is:

dx̂P
1,Z1

1,1

dv
= −λ (min(x̂P

1,Z1
1,1

, x̂P
2,Z2

1,1

)−λ (min(x̂P
1,Z1

1,1

, x̂P
2,Z3

1,1

)

Now we can observe that symbolic variables representing

the distribution of equivalent tokens (w.r.t. a colored

permutation preserving static subclasses) in a place are the

same so that we can substitute all these symbolic variables

with a representative one. This leads automatically to a

reduction in the number of ÔDEs.

dx̂P
1,Z1

1,1

dv
= −λ (min(x̂P

1,Z1
1,1

, x̂P
2,Z1

1,1

)−λ (min(x̂P
1,Z1

1,1

, x̂P
2,Z1

1,1

)

dx̂P
2,Z1

1,1

dv
= −λ (min(x̂P

1,Z1
1,1

, x̂P
2,Z1

1,1

)−λ (min(x̂P
1,Z1

1,1

, x̂P
2,Z1

1,1

)

dx̂P
3,Z1

1,1 ,Z
2
1,1

dv
= +λ (min(x̂P

1,Z1
1,1

, x̂P
2,Z1

1,1

)

The symbolic “representative” ODE can be directly

derived by any ODE applying the algorithm in Fig. 1. It

takes in input all the variables of an ODE and replaces them

with the corresponding representative symbolic variables.

In details, this algorithm considers the following structured

(record) types:

typedef struct {
string place;

vector 〈string〉 color; //vector of string

} ODE variable;

typedef struct {
string color class;

string subclass;

int index;

} Z var;

struct sym ODE variable {
string place;

vector 〈Z var〉 sym color; //vector of struct Z var

};

Type ODE variable encodes an ODE variable xpc1 ,...,cn
, so

that the field place stores the corresponding place name (e.g.

Algorithm 1 Variable translation

1: function TRANSLATION(vector 〈ODE variable〉 O)

O = it is vector encoding all the variables of an ODE

S = it is vector encoding all the symbolic variables of an ÔDEs

2: vector 〈sym ODE variable〉 S;

3: for (int i = 0; i <O.size(); i++) do

4: S[i].Init(O[i]);

5: list 〈string,int〉 M=NULL;

6: int j = 0;

7: for ( int k = 0; k <O[i].color.size(); k++) do

8: string C=getColor(O[i].color[k]);

9: string SS=getSS(O[i].color[k]);

10: S[i].sym color[k].color class = C;

11: S[i].sym color[k].subclass = SS;

12: int index = M.Search(O[i].color[k]);

13: if (index == -1) then

14: M.Insert(O[i].color[k], j);

15: S[i].sym color[k].index = j;

16: j++;

17: else

18: S[i].sym color[k].index = index;

19: end if

20: end for

21: end for

22: return S;

23: end function

p) and color the list of the associated color (e.g. c1, . . . ,cn).

In the same way, type sym ODE variable encodes an ÔDEs

variable, so that the field Z var encodes for each Zk
i, j,

their indexes i, j, and k (i.e. color, subclass and index

respectively).

For each ODE variable, in vector O, the algorithm derives

the corresponding symbolic variable and stores it in S.

Hence, method Init() initializes the field place and the size

of Z var according to its input ODE variable (i.e. O[i]). For

each color of an ODE variable (i.e. vector O[i].color) the

corresponding entry in S[i].sym color is updated. In details,

functions getColor() and getSS() take in input a color and

return its color class and static subclass as well. Finally, the

index is defined using a counter (i.e. variable j ) and the list

M to insure that same colors will have same indices.

3.2. Symbolic fluidification

We now prove that the evolution in time of the quantities

described by ODEs belonging to the same ÔDE are

identical.

The essence of the result provided by the last set of

differential equations is that in the SSNs considered in this

paper, if initialized with a symmetric marking, they evolve in

time (and in the average) in the same manner since as shown

in Section 2 the average number of tokens in a place is the

same for all colors in the same static subclass. The proof

of this result can be also done via “mathematical induction”

expressing the left-hand-side of the differential equations as

limits of their difference quotients.

Consider two differential equations of the type described

before, both elements of the same equivalence class (i.e.
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belong to the same ÔDE)

dxPi,c1 ,...,cn (v)

dv
=

m

∑
j=1

ω(t j) min
k:I[t j ,pk] 6=0

xk(v)

I[p j, ti]
(O[pi, t j]− I[pi, t j])

dxP
i,c′

1
,...,c′n

(v)

dv
=

m

∑
j=1

ω(t j) min
k:I[t j ,pk] 6=0

x′k(v)

I[p j, ti]
(O[pi, t j]− I[pi, t j])

and rewrite them introducing their difference quotients

xPi,c1 ,...,cn
(v+∆)= xPi,c1,...,cn

(v) +

m

∑
j=1

ω(t j) min
k:I[t j ,pk] 6=0

xk(v)

I[p j, ti]
(O[pi, t j]− I[pi, t j])

xP
i,c′

1
,...,c′n

(v+∆)= xP
i,c′

1
,...,c′n

(v)+

m

∑
j=1

ω(t j) min
k:I[t j ,pk] 6=0

x′k(v)

I[p j, ti]
(O[pi, t j]− I[pi, t j])

We now prove that the evolution in time of the quantities

described by ODEs belonging to the same ÔDE are

identical.

THEOREM 3.1. Let dxPi,c1 ,...,cn
/dv and dxP

i,c′
1
,...,c′n

/dv be

the evolution in time of the quantity of the two colored

tuples 〈c1, . . . ,cn〉 and 〈c′1, . . . ,c
′
n〉 in place Pi defined by two

ODEs belonging to the same ÔDE , then: xPi,c1 ,...,cn
(v) =

xP
i,c′

1
,...,c′n

(v)⇒∀c,c′, c̃(c) = c̃(c′)∧ s̃(c) = s̃(c′).

PROOF (by mathematical induction).

For the basis, xPi,c1 ,...,cn
(0) = xPi,c1,...,cn

(0) is verified by the

“initial marking” assumption. Indeed, since we consider

only symmetric initial markings (meaning that the initial

marking of each place can be expressed as a weighted sum

of Cartesian products of static subclasses), we can state that,

initially, the colors of a static subclass are equally numerous

in all the net places.

For the inductive step, let us assume that the theorem

holds at time v, i.e. xPi,c1,...,cn
(v) = xPi,c1,...,cn

(v); we show that

it still holds at time v+∆. This implies to prove that the two

following equations for the two quantities derived by Eq. 10

are identical.

xPi,c1 ,...,cn
(v) +

m

∑
j=1

ω(t j) min
k:I[t j,pk] 6=0

xk(v)

I[p j, ti]
(O[pi, t j]− I[pi, t j])

xP
i,c′

1
,...,c′n

(v) +
m

∑
j=1

ω(t j) min
k:I[t j,pk] 6=0

x′k(v)

I[p j, ti]
(O[p′i, t j]− I[p′i, t j])

We can observe that: xPi,c1 ,...,cn
(v) and xP

i,c′
1
,...,c′n

(v) are

identical by assumption, since they are defined by ODEs

of the ÔDE; the ω(ti) are identical since they depend only

on the static subclass involved in the transition firing; the

matrices I and O are symmetric w.r.t. the color of a static

subclass by definition of SSN (i.e. I and O are identical for

SSN

(.net,.def)

GSPN

(.net,def)

PN2ODE

Solution Manager

UNFOLDING

ODE2ODE

ODE

(.m)

ODE

(.m)

Matlab

FIGURE 4. Framework architecture.

colors belonging to the same static subclass); x j(v) and x′j(v)
are identical by assumption, since they represent quantities

defined by ODEs belonging to the same ÔDE. Indeed, since

x j(v) and x′j(v) appear respectively in the two above ODEs

which belong to the same ÔDE by definition, then a color

permutation between them preserving static subclasses must

exist meaning that these quantities are also defined by two

ODEs of a same ÔDE. Then, the two equations are identical.

�

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we report a set of experiments on the

SIR model (Fig. 1), which highlights how our approach

is able to reach a high reduction factor (i.e. number

of ODEs divided by number of corresponding ÔDEs)

automatically exploiting the behavioral symmetries of this

model. These experiments have been computed with a

prototype implementation based on GreatSPN [45] for the

generation of the ÔDE system from an SSN model, and

Matlab [46] for solving the differential equations.

The architecture of the prototype is depicted in Fig. 4

where framework components are shown by rectangles,

component invocations by solid arrows, and models/data

exchanges by dotted arrows. GreatSPN is used as graphical

interface, for constructing the model, and as solution

manager for activating the solution process. The solution

manager executes in the correct order the framework

components, and manages the models/data exchanges

between them. The solution process comprises three steps:

1. Unfolding derives the unfolded GSPN model from an

SNN model;

2. PN2ODE generates the ODE system from a GSPN

model;

3. ODE2ÔDE derives ÔDE system from the input ODE

system.

The generated ÔDE system is then solved using Matlab.

The first experiment that we are discussing is the simplest

one and derives from a color specification that makes the

model completely symmetric. In this first case, the color

classes Ca and Cl are not partitioned into static subclasses.
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(b) Epidemic diffusion in a generic zone for the

adult members of the population.
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(c) Epidemic diffusion in a generic zone for the old

members of the population.

FIGURE 6. Temporal behavior of the epidemic in the presence of population ages with different infection rates
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FIGURE 5. Epidemic diffusion in a generic zone.

Transition rate

ArriveS 0.5

ArriveI 0.5

BecomeI 1.0

BecomeR 0.5

LeaveS, LeaveR 0.02

LeaveI 0.1

MoveS, MoveI, MoveR 1.0

TABLE 3. Transition rates.

In this way our lumping approach which corresponds to

the definition of the symbolic marking allows to reach the

highest reduction level; for instance, considering |Ca| = 1

and |Cl | = 40, the corresponding ODE system comprises

121 equations, while the ÔDE is made of only 4 differential

equations, thus yielding a reduction factor equal to 30.25).

The rates of the transitions specified in this first model

are reported in Table 3. Assuming that 10,000 people

are initially put in place Outside, the temporal behavior

(between 0 to 50 time units) of the population in a generic

zone is shown in Fig.5. Given the complete symmetry of the

model with respect to the infection zones, due to the identical

values of the rates associated with transitions MoveS, MoveI,

and MoveR, the population members are equally distributed

over the different infection zones and behave identically

with respect to the dynamics that expresses the change

of state within the Susceptible, Infectious, and Recovered

classification. In this context, the infection peak is reached

at time 1, while the number of infected members returns to

a normal level at time 10, and then remains stable.

Before discussing the results of the second experiment, it

is important to observe that the temporal behavior depicted

in Fig. 5 derives from the solution of the reduced set of ÔDE

equations and is identical to that obtained by solving the

corresponding ODE system derived from the unfolding of

the model. Moreover, this same observation remains valid

also for all the results obtained within the other experiments

that we are discussing next.

In the second experiment we consider the population

divided into three subclasses Ca = C
young
a ∪ Cadult

a ∪ Cold
a

to model different immune responses associated with the

people’s ages. Indeed, this Ca partition allows us to define

parametric rates for the transitions BecomeI and BecomeR as

follows:

ω(BecomeI) =





0.01 d(x) =C
young
a

0.1 d(x) =Cadult
a

1 d(x) =Cold
a

and

ω(BecomeR) =





5 d(x) =C
young
a

0.5 d(x) =Cadult
a

0.05 d(x) =Cold
a

.

In this case, assuming that the population comprises 3,500

young members, 5,000 adults and 1,500 old subjects, and

maintaining the subdivision of the infected area into 40

zones, the reduction factor remains equal to 30.25, but

the numbers of ODEs and of ÔDE increase to 363 and

12, respectively. Again, the dynamics of the infection on

the different zones remain identical and Fig. 6 reports the

temporal behaviors of the epidemic among young, adult,

and old members of the population. Actually, the evolution

of the epidemic is quite different for the three age classes

considered in this model and this is made clear by Fig. 7

which reports the time evolution of the percentages of the

infected population members for each age group. Indeed,

Fig. 7 shows that old members entering an infected area

become quickly ill in high percentage and later-on stabilize

to a percentage level that is in any case much higher than

that of adult and young members. From this experiments

it is clear how the introduction of static sub-classes allows
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(a) Epidemic diffusion for generic young members

assuming the presence of two macro-zones.
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(b) Epidemic diffusion for generic adult members

assuming the presence of two macro-zones.
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(c) Epidemic diffusion for generic old members

assuming the presence of two macro-zones.

FIGURE 8. Temporal behavior of the epidemic in the presence of population ages with different infection rates and of a hospital.
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FIGURE 7. Percentage of infected population members for each

considered class age.

us to “easily” consider the different infection propagation

associated with the different population age.

Finally, in the last experiment we enrich our model by

considering the presence of a hospital which makes one

of the 40 zones considered in the previous experiments

different from the others. This is reflected in the

specification of our model by assuming that the infected area

is sub-divided in two macro-zones so that Cl =C
MZ1
l ∪C

MZ2
l

and |CMZ1
l | = 1, |CMZ2

l | = |Cl | − 1). With this subdivision

we assume further that, when needed, infected members

of the population can move into the macro-zone MZ1

where the hospital is present to get specific additional help.

This is reflected in our model by the modification of the

specification of transition MoveI which is now controlled by

a guard defined in the following manner: [d(y) =C
MZ1
l ].

This partition of color classes reduces the symmetry of our

model and thus implies a smaller reduction factor that now

becomes 17.28. Indeed, the number of ODEs is still 363;

while the number of ÔDEs becomes now 21. In Fig. 8 the

temporal behavior of infected young/adult/old population

members in the unique zone in MZ1 (that where the hospital

is located) is compared with the corresponding behavior in

a generic zone in MZ2 assuming the rate of the transition

MoveI is equal to 0.04. From this plot we observe, as

expected, that the average number of infected members is

higher in the zone where a hospital is present. Moreover, this

difference is more evident when we consider the member’s

age.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have shown that models expressed with the

SSN formalism and characterized by large initial markings

which produce huge reachability sets, can be conveniently

analyzed with the solution of a reduced set of ODEs. The

possibility of representing the behavior of these types of

nets with deterministic models is known as ”fluidification”

of the model and relies on the results expressed by Kurtz

theorem which establishes the relationship existing between

the solution of the system of ODEs and the average behavior

of the stochastic model. A result similar to ours has already

been presented in [33, 34] within the context of GPEPA [36]

where replicas of identical processes are grouped together

and subsequently fluidified to obtain a model which satisfies

the ”exact Lumpability” criteria [8, 7] and can thus be

represented by a set of ODEs corresponding to the macro-

states of the lumped model. The original contribution of this

paper is represented by the exploitation of the symmetrical

properties of SSN models to automatically construct a

reduced set of ODEs that we call Symbolic Ordinary

Differential Equations and which completely capture the

behavior of the original model.

The power of this result is supported by the study

of an epidemiological model that is represented by a

relatively simple SSN, but which includes already many

details that make the complexity of the analysis non-

trivial. The analysis of the model is supported by a

prototypical implementation that, starting from the SSN

model constructed with the GreatSPN analysis tool, derives

the reduced set of differential equations and prepares the

specification that is subsequently passed to Mathlab for

the solution of the system of ODEs. This preliminary

implementation constructs also the unfolded model and

the corresponding set of ODEs used for the validation

of the results obtained with the reduced deterministic

representation.

We are currently working at extending our approach to

directly construct the reduced set of ODEs from the SSN

model without performing the unfolding step: in this way
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symbolic ODE system shall be immediately derived from the

SSN model without generating the un-reduced deterministic

process.

After including this new and final step in our transforma-

tion algorithm, our future work will address the possibility of

extending the method to cases in which the models exhibit

only partial symmetries, and of representing these systems

by means of Stochastic Ordinary Differential Equations to

account for the cases in which the deterministic approxima-

tion is not suited.

Moreover, we will conduct a deeper study of the method

developed by Tschaikowsky and Tribastone [33, 34] to

perform a comparison among the two techniques in order to

discover equivalences and differences which mighth make

them better suited for the analysis of specific applications,
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